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EDITORIAL
PVCC Mission Students in Thailand and Vanuatu
On the 23rd of June twenty-three intrepid and excited Year 10 students, and
four PVCC staff set off from Tullamarine Airport for destinations in Thailand and
Vanuatu as part of this year’s Mission Awareness Tours. As excited as each of
the students were, none of them could anticipate how great an impact these
trips would have on each of their lives. They had seen photos of the places and
people at the respective locations they were going to visit, and they had heard
stories of what these places would be like, but experiencing all this for themselves was something else.
Twelve students headed to Thailand, to a small rural village called Pua, located
approximately 700km north of the capital, Bangkok, to serve in an orphanage
known as Grace House, which is run by Pastor Saman Jantawong and his wife Pi
Nok. Plenty Valley first visited Grace House eleven years ago, and in the two
weeks this year’s group of students were there, they did an incredible job building on the legacy established over many years by previous groups that have
visited Grace House. They spent countless hours developing rapport with the
35 children that call Grace House home and making them feel as if they were
the most important people in the world. Funds raised prior to the team’s
departure were used to buy equipment for the orphanage, as well as clothing
and stationery for the children at Grace House. The team also made drama
presentations, participated in worship and ran activity sessions at the local Pua
Baptist Church and in two hill-tribe villages, Prakam and Phu Khe. Students
were also involved in teaching English in many schools around Pua. These
schools have come to truly value these visits and have appreciated the active
way students from the College have engaged with their own pupils and helped
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them improve their English language skills.

Many strong bonds were forged in the time the Thailand team were at Grace House – bonds that were
not easily broken when the time came for the team to depart. The team did more than just share God’s
love with the people of Grace House; they were also touched by the loving, humble and compassionate
attitude of those they encountered. The team came to understand that while cultures and societies may
differ, people remain very similar in terms of their dreams, aspirations and ability to connect, despite language and cultural differences. They saw God in action in many ways: from the simple random acts of
love expressed by children, through to the faithful service of locals working to spread God’s word. It was
a memorable trip for so many reasons and one that will live in the hearts of all who were there.
Not to be outdone, eleven students from PVCC visited Vanuatu; a destination the College has been sending students to for six years now. In these six years the local Nivans have grown to truly love the students
and staff who have visited from Plenty Valley. They await these yearly visits with anticipation, and with
hearts ready to serve, they cared for our teams as if they were members of their own families.
The Vanuatu team divided their time between the capital Port Vila and the islands of Nguna and Pele,
which lie off the north coast of the main island of Efate. In Port Vila, the team continued the work they
have been undertaking annually for the last six years with the Victory School of Hope in the Blacksand
Slum Community. This school has incredibly spartan educational facilities, but through donations made
by the College over many years, we have been able to improve the lot of students and teachers who
attend and work in this school in a small but significant way. Students from Plenty Valley also dedicated
five days to teaching at the school. There they left many teaching resources and materials, and built
strong relationships with the students there.
Beyond the capital, the team spent time in village communities on the islands of Nguna and Pele. The
people who live in these villages live even harsher existences than the people in the capital. It was,
therefore, a privilege for the team to spend time visiting four schools on these islands and sharing some
of the donations and first aid equipment they brought with them on this trip. Despite the challenges locals on these islands face, the hospitality and Godly grace they showed to our team left a lasting impression. There was nothing the locals did not sacrifice to make the team feel at home. They were also truly
devastated when one of our staff, Ms Brianna Kent, broke her ankle while on the islands, and they did an
incredible job helping with her evacuation.
Now that all the teams are back home safely, we have much to be thankful to God about regarding these
mission awareness trips. There were incredible life lessons to be learned and opportunities for growth in
the students – opportunities that the students have seized and memories made they will treasure. The
teams are thankful for the safe return of Ms Kent to Australia after her accident and God’s support of her,
as well as appreciative of the effort Mrs Amor made to cover for Ms Kent. The teams are so appreciative
of the heartfelt way they were welcomed by their hosts in Thailand and Vanuatu, and for the opportunity
to be part of their local communities for two weeks. And the teams are thankful that our College supports the running of the mission tours and hopes that this will continue for Year 10 students in the years
ahead.
Pascal Siatskas
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COMMUNITY NEWS
TEACHING POSITIONS AVAILABLE
Download an application form from the College website, by clicking on the links below.


Casual Relief Teaching Staff (Primary and Secondary)



Diploma Qualified Casual Kindergarten Assistants



Casual Kindergarten Assistants



Casual Kindergarten Teachers

Schoolpix Photos

Group photos can be viewed at the general office. Collect a personalised code slip and order online at
www.schoolpix.com.au before 12 August 2018.


School Captains



Secondary House Captains



Secondary Senate



Primary Captains



Primary House Captains

Sport & miscellaneous photos will be taken on August, 27th. Participating students will be notified what
to wear.

Scholastic Book Club Issue 5
Order online by Friday, 3 August 2018
The Secondary Senate leaders are planning an amazing night here at
school to raise money for Relay For Life. Normally we would join with
the wider community to do this, but the timing this year doesn’t
work. We decided that instead of missing it all together, we would
have our own. Food trucks, fundraising fun, and of course walking.
More information will be sent home and put on social media, make
sure you sign up and support this wonderful cause. In the last two
years we’ve raised enough to have a research award named after
much loved community members, we plan on doing the same this
year.
Date: August 31st
Time: 3:30pm - midnight
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THE ARROWSMITH PROGRAM

What is Neuroplasticity?
Neuroplasticity is the brain’s ability to change, in response to
training and experience, and to grow dendrites (the branch like
structures on the cell body of the neuron which receive signals
coming from other neurons), to make new neural connections,
to strengthen existing connections, to grow new neurons, to
increase neurotransmitters, all of which fundamentally change
the brains capacity to learn and to function. This can happen
throughout an entire lifespan.

Neuron
Normal

With stimulation

What does this have to do with Arrowsmith?
The Arrowsmith Program, a cognitive program, harnesses the principles of neuroplasticity through the
application of targeted cognitive exercises to overcome specific learning difficulties. The premise of the
Arrowsmith Program is that the weaker cognitive areas that contribute to learning difficulties can be
strengthened through targeted cognitive exercises, resulting in increased mental capacities and strengthened learning abilities.

So what does this mean for the individual student?
In simple terms, an assessment is carried out to investigate strengths and weaknesses in the building
blocks needed for effective learning, such as processing speed or memory. Students are placed on an individual learning program to address the areas of weakness, their programs stimulate the weak areas of
the brain. With daily practice the neural pathways are strengthened and over the last three years we
have seen the carry over gains in student learning.

What results has PVCC seen with students doing the program?
We have seen improvements in ALL students, making progress towards their individual goals. For some,
the journey has been remarkable, for some more steady. There are students who could not read at age
appropriate level who are now devouring books beyond their peers. Students who did not understand
maths at an age appropriate level who are now sitting in the top 3 in their class. Every student’s journey
is different and rates of progress are different, however all have improved in their ability to learn.
PVCC has looked at effect size of the Progressive Achievement Tests (PAT) for the students in the
Arrowsmith program since they started the program in 2016 and have demonstrated outstanding results
for students who have traditionally found academic learning challenging.

Benefits of the Arrowsmith Program*
The Program:

identifies the cognitive areas to be addressed on the basis of a detailed assessment of nineteen
cognitive areas

uses clearly defined and individualised goals

strengthens working memory, processing speed and cognitive efficiency

improves fine motor skills for writing

strengthens executive functioning
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trains visual and auditory memory
improves attention and concentration
builds the capacity for verbal and non-verbal thinking, reasoning and problem-solving; and
provides a positive, supportive and structured learning environment.

*as identified by Arrowsmith schools.
Further information on the Arrowsmith Program can be found at: www.arrowsmithschool.org

Who could benefit from the Arrowsmith program?
Anyone who finds traditional academic learning challenging could benefit from the Arrowsmith program.
Our current students range from those who are ‘twice exceptional’ (being considered gifted in some areas
and having learning disabilities in other areas), to those who have a wide range of challenges across many
areas and everything in-between.
Typically students have an average IQ with specific learning difficulties in areas such as: working memory,
auditory progressing, word reading or mathematical reasoning, attention, visual processing or executive
functioning.

Full time and Part time places available for 2019.
If you would like to know more about the program please contact Julia Walker
Julia.walker@pvcc.vic.edu.au or 97177400.
An information night is being held on Thursday 23 rd August, 7pm – 8.30pm in the Early Years building.

PRIMARY NEWS
PRIMARY MUSIC NEWS
Our annual Primary Winter Recital is coming up soon! It will be held on


Wednesday 15th August



Commencing at 6.30pm



All Saints Anglican Church, Church St. Greensborough

The Senior Primary Choir, Valley Voices Junior Choir as well as the Primary String Ensemble will be
performing at the recital.
Parents please note that individual performance forms are due back to myself by 2 nd August. If there are
any students who are learning outside of the College they are most welcome to perform as well; either
email me for a form or I have hard copies available.
If there are any parents who could assist with supper, (preparing, serving and cleaning up) would be most
appreciated and will count as parent participation. Just email me if you would like to assist.
There is a $5 donation per family.
This promises to be a wonderful evening, giving our young instrumental and ensemble students a
performance opportunity, sharing the fruition of all their hard work.
Any questions or queries please direct to myself. Email is best.
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SENIOR CHOIR
The Senior Choir will be performing in The Boite School’s Chorus at the Melbourne Town Hall on
Wednesday 8th August. They have been very busy rehearsing and attending weekend rehearsals in the
city. The students have been learning Indigenous songs along with 200 or so other children from other
schools, with our choir taking the harmony part. Together they sound amazing. This promises to be a
very special event.
Finally a big thank you for your amazing support of the three/
four plays at the end of last term. I think you will agree that
our budding actors, crew, directors and AV techs did an
amazing job presenting the story of The Three Trees.
Any questions or concerns please contact via email.
Bettina McMurray

Primary Music
Bettina.mcmurray@pvcc.vic.edu.au

PRIMARY SPORT
Early Years Swimming
The year Prep, Year 1 and 2 students have their first of seven swimming lesson at YMCA Epping On
Thursday 26th July . This is a great opportunity for students to learn about water safety, swimming
techniques and have some fun being active in an aquatic environment. Many thanks to all of our parent
helpers for allowing this program to run!

District Athletics Training
We are very blessed to have secondary students volunteering their time to help train our selected district
athletics team at lunchtime (12:50-1:15). Please try and attend as many as you can, so you are prepared
and confident for Thursday 13th September. Tuesday and Friday are for all events on the oval, except for
high jump which is on Wednesday in the gym. If students are not already in their P.E uniform they can get
changed at lunch or just bring runners to change into.
Jump Rope For Heart
On Wednesday the 25th July, Mitchell from Jump Rope For Heart launched our 2018 program! He talked to
the students about how skipping or being active can keep your heart healthy. Mitchell also showed the
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students some cool skipping tricks and skills that they will be continuing to practice in P.E, recess,
lunchtime and as active brain breaks within class time. If students wish to raise money for the Heart
Foundation please follow the link below and register, all donation will be done online. Heart disease is
unfortunately one of Australia’s biggest killers and with 80% of Australian children not getting their daily
60 minutes of vigorous physical activity every day, skipping is one fun way we are trying to change these
statistics!
https://jumprope.heartfoundation.org.au/2018/Plenty_Valley_Christian_School_-_DOREEN_VIC__136413

District Netball Play-Offs
On Tuesday 24th July the Year 5/6 Netball A team travelled to Apollo Parkways P.S
to play-off for Division. Apollo and PVCC were both on equal points on the ladder
and in a previous match had a draw. It was a great match but unfortunately Apollo
was just too efficient with their shooting and won the privilege to go on to the
next round with a final score of 9 to 17.
Sally Park
Early Years & Junior Years Physical Education & Sport Coordinator

SECONDARY NEWS
NEWS FROM THE CAREERS OFFICE
Welcome back to Term 3! This is an extremely busy term for all senior secondary students. I would
encourage students and parents to attend the Open Days that will start this weekend! I have also
provided some information on how to get the most out of an Open Day. Please see details in this
Newsletter:
Dates to Diarise in Term 3


University / TAFE Open Days 2018 – throughout August



Year 12 VTAC applications – throughout August and September



Latrobe ASPIRE applications open now. Applications close – Friday 31st August ( A Latrobe representative will be visiting our school on Wednesday 15th August to give feedback to students on
applications prior to submitting them.)

Download the latest careers newsletter.
Helen Madden - Careers Counsellor/VET Coordinator
helen.madden@pvcc.vic.edu.au
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SECONDARY HOUSE CROSS COUNTRY CARNIVAL and RELAY FOR LIFE
Date – Friday 31st August (please note calendar date change from 17th Aug)
We have our House Cross Country Carnival coming up and, as in previous years, this event will be held
onsite. This event is compulsory for all secondary students.
The Start/Finish for all age groups will be on the top oval along with the recording area. Should the
weather be inclement the recording area will be in the gym.

Relay for Life – Our College has supported Relay For Life in recent years
and this year as the community RFL event falls within the Year 12 exam
period, the
Student Senate has decided to run our own Relay For Life
event immediately following on from the House XC on Friday 31 st Aug. It is
hoped that as many students & families will walk for someone who has
touched them through cancer – this event will run until midnight on the
31st.

Parent help – parents are most welcome to assist as checkpoint marshalls at one or both sessions as
part of their parent participation. I do require multiple volunteers so please let me know should you be
able to assist. My contact details are below.
You will be required to


have a WWC (apply now online at http://www.workingwithchildren.vic.gov.au/ if you don’t have
one as it takes a few weeks to process, then lodge it at the General Office)



collect your name tag on arrival at the College from the General Office

Times
The XC day will be structured as follows with normal classes from P1 - 3
11:30pm

Period 4 Years 10-12 to run/jog/walk

12:25pm

Lunch

1:45pm

Period 5 Years 7-9 to run/jog/walk

2:45pm
Races conclude, presentations AND RFL
BEGINS – details to follow

Helen Padget
Head of Sport/Gym Manager
Helen.padget@pvcc.vic.edu.au
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CANTEEN
All work in the Canteen can be counted towards Parent Participation Time. Dad and grandparents are
most welcome too! NOTE: Due to Health Regulations, space and safety reasons, we are unable to
accommodate any children in the Canteen.
Contact Wendy or Denise in the Canteen if you can help.
Have a look at the NEW canteen menu online - CLICK HERE
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UNIFORM SHOP
Shop Hours for Term 3
Tuesdays

8:00am - 2:00pm

First Saturday of the month

9:30am - 12:30pm

The uniform price list and uniform policy
are available on the College Website.
Our direct number is: 9036 7354
Lydia Ross

LOST PROPERTY
Please mark all uniform items with a permanent marker. Named uniform items may be collected at the
general office.
Lost property are also included on the Notices tab in SEQTA Engage.
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COMMUNITY ADVERTISEMENTS
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